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QUESTION 1

Cloud Kicks has a class to represent items for sale in an online store, as shown below: 

Class Item{ 

constructor (name, price){ 

this.name = name; 

this.price = price; 

} 

formattedPrice(){ 

return `s\\' + String(this.price);}} 

A new business requirement comes in that requests a ClothingItem class that should have all of the properties and
methods of the Item class but will also have properties that are specific to clothes. 

Which line of code properly declares the clothingItem class such that it inherits from Item? 

A. Class ClothingItem implements Item{ 

B. Class ClothingItem { 

C. Class ClothingItem super Item { 

D. Class ClothingItem extends Item { 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A developer wants to use a module named universalContainersLib and then call functions from it. 

How should a developer import every function from the module and then call the functions foo and bar? 

A. import * from \\'/path/universalContainersLib.js\\'; universalContainersLib. foo ()7 universalContainersLib.bar (); 

B. import {foo,bar} from \\'/path/universalCcontainersLib.js\\'; foo(): bar()? 

C. import all from \\'/path/universalContainersLib.js\\'; universalContainersLib.foo(); universalContainersLib.bar (); 

D. import * as lib from \\'/path/universalContainersLib.js\\'; lib.foo(); lib. bar (); 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3
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A developer has a web serverrunning with Node.js. The command to start the web server is node server.js. The web
server started having latency issues. Instead of a one second turnaround for web requests, the developer now sees a
five second turnaround. 

Which command can the web developer run to see what the module is doing during the latency period? 

A. NODE_DEBUG=true node server.js 

B. DEBUG=http, https node server.js 

C. NODE_DEBUG=http,https node server.js 

D. DEBUG=true node server.js 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the code below: 

for(let number =2 ; number
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